
GO WOON CHOI - METAPHOR
TAG Gallery is proud to present Metaphor, a collection of new paintings by Korean-Born artist Go Woon Choi. Choi 
is now based in Los Angeles. Metaphor investigates the beauty and possibilities of everyday objects. The idea came 
from interpreting interesting forms out comprised of light and shadows of common objects around her. This explora-
tion led Choi to crumpled foils and eventually she started to concentrate on making her own compositions with what 
she calls abstract metals.

“If someone were to ask me why I paint metal, I would say I love the strong feeling and my one of my old past times 
was welding sculpture. I will continue to work on these series to make more layers or more variety shapes or colors.”

Choi’s interest in common objects is rooted in her idea that “even common objects can appear strong and fantastic 
under different light conditions and environments”. Transforming ordinary objects into extraordinary visual experi-
ences, with repetition and variation. Objects are combined into one unrealistic construction, building a hybrid form 
of semi-abstraction. The background monochromatic color stresses the silhouette of the image continues to develop 
beyond the canvas. The light changes on the surface give an impression of constant motion. Sharing the process of 
its becoming, ordinary objects can provoke intense emotions of strength and energy.

KATIE CROWN - WATERWORKS
TAG Gallery is proud to present, Waterworks, a series of works by artist Katie Crown. This series stretches what can 
be achieved with watercolor paint. You will not find traditional watercolors here. Seeing these mainly non-objective 
paintings provides direct sensory excitement. “I hope viewers feel like they’ve just gotten off a roller coaster. Wa-
tercolor works for this. I love the free feeling that watercolor allows, finding its own surprising, unexpected forms as 
it dries.” Crown says. Using water-soluble pigments in non-traditional ways, the colors are more intensely saturat-
ed and expressive. Crown juxtaposes patterns to build excitement, such as combinations of angular and circular 
shapes that deliver strong masculine and feminine energies. She sometimes puts her brushes away and sprays the 
paint to get a wild edge reminiscent of graffiti. 

Crown is a native of Southern California. Some of her abstract watercolors, such as “Memory of the South Bay,” draw 
from her experiences growing up in Manhattan Beach in the 1950s and ‘60s. Some paintings in this show started out 
decades ago as landscapes and have now been reworked and enlarged into non-objective works that celebrate the 
art of painting. “Sometimes I add paper to expand my statement until the painting cries,       ‘Mercy,’ she says. “I want 
my paintings to be visually exciting in and of themselves.”
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CAMEY McGILVRAY - WIRE WORLD
Artistic concepts are taken down to the wire in artist Camey McGilvray’s latest series, Wire World. In this series 
of McGilvray’s work, hard-edge rules and line is everything. Starting with the first pen and ink rendering of an 
idea, McGilvray works and reworks, edits and polishes until the desired effect is achieved. Visual references 
are simplified and in some cases totally abandoned. Line is then translated into steel wire, welded and pow-
der-coated into a three-dimensional existence. 

McGilvray’s The Ladies, an homage to Pablo Picasso’s Les Demoiselle d’ Avignon, is scaled down to essential 
lines but succeeds in expressing the integrity and concept of the original piece. Wire World functions and  
exists in this way, further abstracting the abstracted and offering a stripping down to the bare essntials. Like-
wise, Rapunzel is reduced to the hair, and only the hair, which floats down in purple waves from ceiling to floor.

In this exhibition, large trees with zigzag and haywire branches tower over schematic objects, figures, and 
architecture while a lit-up astral satellite floats above the scene. McGilvray skillfully uses the visual language 
of line to give life to what was once only imagined and to indeed create a Wire World.

DAMON REINAGLE - HIDDEN AGENDAS
TAG Gallery is proud to present Hidden Agendas, a series of works by painter Damon Reinagle. Reinagle has 
been a surreal aficionado, with admiration for the dream-like vistas of Marc Chagall and Salvad or Dali. This 
coupled with his love for the magical swirling colors and imagery of Yoshitaka Amano, has inspired Damon to 
explore patterns and symbols that evoke decadence and decay, but at the same, joy and hopefulness.

With his doll head series, Reinagle depicts his characters with a classical feel as though the porcelain-like por-
traits are ageless, yet fragile in nature. Often set against crumbling, depleted architectural facades, the heads 
suggest that there may be a silver lining after all, with a delicate butterfly or hummingbird about.

Reinagle’s use of a heart as both a romantic symbol as well as a negative shape emerging from tangled thorns, 
presents the viewer with the dichotomy of good versus evil, growth versus decay. The heart as a suspended 
mass of molten lava begs the question, how sustainable is our planet? Will the delicate balance of survival 
continue to be threatened by man’s greed for materialism or will he wake up to the warnings of over population, 
climate change and lack of potable water?

The suspended lava heart, the fragile doll heads and the recurring theme of fish out water, all echo nature’s 
vulnerability to the hidden agendas of humanity.


